Clothing and equipment
rules and regulations
A
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Preface
1

The objectives which ICC seeks to achieve through these regulations are:

a) To ensure a consistent approach and to treat all Member Boards equally;
b) To ensure professional and appropriate standards of appearance of
players and team officials;
c) To protect the sponsorship rights of ICC and its Member Boards
(including from ambush marketing);
d) To allow an opportunity for players to obtain some revenue from
controlled bat advertising;
e) To prohibit advertising connected with betting and/or gaming.
2

B

These regulations are effective as from the 1st October 2013 and should be
read in conjunction with Appendix 1, which sets out in diagrammatic form
what marks and logos are permitted in what size and positions on particular
items of cricket clothing and equipment in all formats of the game.

Definitions
1

Betting Logo – a Logo which is either perceived, or likely to be perceived,
by spectators and viewers, as being associated or connected in some way
with betting, gaming or gambling of any kind.

2

Charity Logo – a Logo of an officially registered charity of a Member
Board’s choice.

3

Commercial Logo – an ICC Approved Logo of an entity which is the
sponsor of a series, event, team or player.

4

Cricket Clothing – shirts, T-shirts, skins, trousers, sweaters, caps, hats,
helmets, wristbands, headbands, sunglasses or other headgear.

5

Cricket Equipment – stumps, bats, pads, boots, shoes, gloves (batting or wicketkeeping), thigh pads, arm guards and other visible protective equipment.

6

Event Logo – an ICC Approved Logo of an international cricket event,
which may include (but not consist solely of) a Commercial Logo of the
sponsors of the event.

7

Excluded Events – unless otherwise advised by ICC, in advance of an
event, Excluded Event means: ICC Cricket World Cup, ICC Under 19 Cricket
World Cup, ICC World Test Championship, ICC Cricket World Cup Qualifier
(or replacements for any of the same), ICC World Twenty/20,
ICC World Twenty/20 Qualifier, ICC Women’s World Cup and the
ICC Women’s World Twenty/20.

8

ICC Approved – in relation to any Logo, means approved by ICC (or by
ICC Development (International) Limited (“IDI”) as ICC may decide) in
accordance with the procedure set out in Section K below, as qualifying as
a Manufacturer’s Logo, a Commercial Logo, an Event Logo, a National Logo
or a Player’s Bat Logo (as the case may be) and as not being a Betting Logo
and as being otherwise in accordance with these Regulations.
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9

ICC Events – means the ICC Cricket World Cup, ICC U/19 Cricket World Cup,
ICC World Test Championship, ICC World Cup Qualifier (or replacements
for any of the same), ICC World Twenty/20, ICC World Twenty/20 Qualifier,
ICC Women’s World Cup and the ICC Women’s World Twenty/20 and any
other cricket event owned by the ICC or any of its group companies.

10

Logo – means any form of identification or branding including (without
limitation) any corporate name, business name, internet domain name,
title, flag, emblem, crest, mascot or trade mark (whether registered or
not and including any symbol, device or colour(s) which functions or is
intended to function as a trade mark).

11

Manufacturer – in relation to any item of Cricket Clothing or Cricket
Equipment, “Manufacturer” shall mean any entity carrying on the
business of both:
a) manufacturing or procuring the manufacture of the Cricket
Equipment or the Cricket Clothing of the type in question; and
b) supplying it from readily available stock for sale throughout outlets
of several kinds to members of the public in a country which is a
Member of ICC, with the aid of published price lists and catalogues,
and with profit directly from the sale of such Cricket Clothing or
Cricket Equipment as its main aim.
An entity not otherwise within this definition shall not qualify as a
Manufacturer by reason of its being associated in business with, or a
company in the same group of companies as a Manufacturer.
No entity shall qualify as a Manufacturer of any item of Cricket Clothing
or Cricket Equipment by virtue of its involvement in the manufacture
of Cricket Clothing or Cricket Equipment of any other type. In particular
(but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing), no entity shall
qualify as a Manufacturer of bats by reason of its manufacture of any
other item of Cricket Equipment or Cricket Clothing.
An entity which as of October 2001 qualified as a “Manufacturer” under
the previous edition of these regulations but which would not otherwise
qualify as a Manufacturer hereunder shall be deemed to continue to
qualify as a Manufacturer provided the Logo of any such entity shall not
thereby qualify as a Manufacturer’s Logo if it is a Betting Logo.

12

Manufacturer’s Logo – an ICC Approved Logo of the Manufacturer
of the item of Cricket Equipment or Cricket Clothing in question
excluding, however:
a) any Logo which (notwithstanding some connection with a
Manufacturer) is also (either at the time of its adoption or
subsequently) a Logo of, confusingly similar to or which suggests a
connection with any entity which is not a Manufacturer; and
b) any Betting Logo.
provided, however, that ICC may (in its sole discretion) approve as a
Manufacturer’s Logo, a Logo of an entity which, although not already a
Manufacturer, is nevertheless a manufacturer of sports clothing and/or
sports equipment other than Cricket Clothing and Cricket Equipment.
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For the purpose of these regulations (including Appendix 1),
all Manufacturer’s Logos shall fall into one of the following five categories:

•
•
•
•
•

Design Feature – means any design feature of a Manufacturer which
is distinctive to that Manufacturer and is used for the purposes of
brand identification and/or cosmetic appeal but which does not
contain any Manufacturer’s Identification.
Identification Strip – a tone on tone or contrasting strip containing a
Manufacturer’s Identification once or repeatedly.
Manufacturer’s Identification – means any express form of
Manufacturer identification, including but not limited to a
Manufacturer’s name, model name, internet domain name, emblem,
logo and/or trademark, but shall not include any Design Feature.
Official Product – means the label which identifies an item as an
official product of the Manufacturer.
Quality Feature – means the label of the Manufacturer which
promotes a quality feature used by the Manufacturer.

13

National Logo – an ICC Approved Logo of a country or its ICC Member Board.

14

Official ICC Apparel Supplier – means a supplier of apparel contracted by
ICC or IDI, from time to time, to supply apparel to the ICC, IDI and the ICC
umpires and referees.

15

Player’s Bat Logo – means an ICC Approved Logo of a sponsor of a player to
be carried on the player’s bat; provided that such Logo shall not be either:
a) of, or confusingly similar to, or likely to be perceived as suggesting a
connection with:
1) an entity which conflicts (whether through being a competitor
or otherwise) with the exclusivity of any sponsor, supplier, or
commercial partner of the Member Board of the player concerned
or of an ICC Event; or
2) a Manufacturer, other than the Manufacturer of the item of
cricket equipment it is to be carried on; or
b) a Betting Logo.
ICC shall have the final say in determining whether any such conflict
or circumstances exist and no player may pursue any action against
ICC or IDI, or against his team’s ICC Member Board should he be
precluded from displaying a Player’s Bat Logo by reason of the same.

C

Scope of Application
1

These regulations shall apply to all Test, One Day and Twenty/20
internationals played under the auspices of the ICC. Contractual agreements
(for example Member Participation Agreements and Player Squad Terms)
and regulations pertaining specifically to individual ICC Events should
also be consulted regarding specific instructions concerning clothing
and equipment at such ICC Events. Where any conflict arises between
these regulations and the obligations contained in any specific ICC Event
agreement and/or regulation, then the ICC Event specific agreement and/or
regulations shall prevail.
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Note: One example of where the regulations governing ICC Events differ from
these regulations is that Player’s Bat Logos, Charity Logos and Identification Strips
shall not be permitted in Excluded Events. Accordingly, all players, agents, sponsors
and manufacturers should ensure that they obtain a copy of any applicable
agreements and/or regulations before finalising any arrangements that relate to
the commercialisation of relevant cricket clothing and equipment during or in
relation to any ICC Event.

D

E

19.4

2

These regulations govern the authorisation of clothing and equipment
worn and used by players and team officials of Member Board
representative teams. Sponsor advertising, manufacturer identification
and the decorative rights of the Member Boards are also addressed.

3

The aforesaid persons are subject to these provisions when on official
duty for the aforesaid matches, either on the field of play or as otherwise
expressly stated.

4

These regulations also cover sponsor advertising and manufacturer
identification on stumps.

General Prohibitions
1

Any clothing or equipment that does not comply with these regulations
is strictly prohibited. In particular, no Logo shall be permitted to be
displayed on Cricket Clothing or Cricket Equipment, other than a National
Logo, a Commercial Logo, an Event Logo, a Manufacturer’s Logo, a Player’s
Bat Logo or a Charity Logo as provided in these regulations. In addition,
where any Match Official becomes aware of any clothing or equipment
that does not comply with these regulations, he shall be authorised to
prevent the offending person from taking the field of play (or to order
them from the field of play, if appropriate) until the non-compliant
clothing or equipment is removed or appropriately covered up.

2

It shall also be prohibited under these regulations for any individual to
wear any clothing or use any equipment that has been changed, altered
or transformed (whether to comply with these regulations or otherwise)
in any way that, in the opinion of any Match Official, undermines the
professional standards that are required of all elite players. For example,
and without limitation, it shall be prohibited to cover up or alter the
appearance of clothing and equipment with sticking plaster or marker
pens and/or to wear batting pads painted with a coloured paint that has
faded or is flaking off.

Logos – General Principles
1

In the case of the host team, the Commercial Logos may consist of the
Event Logo and/or the Logos of up to two event, series or team sponsors.
In the case of the visiting team the Commercial Logos may consist of the
Logos of up to two team sponsors. For the avoidance of any doubt, no
more than two sponsor names may be included in any Commercial Logo.

2

Subject to the limitations contained in these regulations a visiting team
may display any Commercial Logo on its clothing or equipment irrespective
of whether such Logos may conflict with any sponsor or supplier of the
host Member Board.

3

The host Member Board shall not require a visiting team to wear the
Event Logo without the consent of the Board of the visiting team. There
shall be no obligation to give such consent, but if it is given, the visiting
team must forego the use by its team sponsors of one of the two
Commercial Logos.
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4

Any Commercial Logo on clothing shall be decided by each Member Board
and shall be common to and worn by each member of the team concerned.
No individual Commercial Logos shall be worn by any team member, save for
the carrying of a Player’s Bat Logo on bats, as provided herein.

5

The National Logo, name of the country or national flag should not
contain any advertising and must not interfere with any elements of the
clothing identifying the player.

6

A visiting team shall abide by any law of the host country which restricts
advertising of a product. No compensation shall be payable should a
visiting team be precluded from displaying its Commercial Logos on
Cricket Clothing or Cricket Equipment, and a visiting team shall not
pursue any action against the host Member Board.

7

Only one Manufacturer may be identified on each article of cricket clothing.

8

When required to be carried by a Manufacturer, any statutory wording is
to be placed on the back of a player’s bat and to be of discreet design only
(subject to relevant statutory provisions).

Personal Messages
1

Players and team officials shall not be permitted to wear, display or
otherwise convey messages through arm bands or other items affixed to
clothing or equipment unless approved in advance by the player or team
official’s Board. Approval shall not be granted for messages which relate
to political, religious or racial activities or causes.

2

Visible Tattoos (permanent or temporary) incorporating any Commercial
or Manufacturers Logo shall not be permitted.

Training Clothing
1

Team Training Bibs: Shall be of a distinguishing colour to that of the
playing shirts.

2

Only training kit (which shall include tracksuits, sweatshirts, branded
T-shirts, team training bibs etc.) issued to the team by its Board
(hereinafter referred to as team training kit) may be worn by the players
and team officials within the precincts of the ground on match days as
well as at all official team practice and training sessions.

3

Save for the requirement in the relevant playing conditions that squad
members of the fielding team who are not playing in the match and who
are not acting as substitute fielders shall be required to wear a team
training bib whilst on the playing area (including the area between the
boundary and the perimeter fencing). No training kit is to be worn by
players on the field during the hours of play.

4

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs E1, E6 and G1, and the proviso
that the team training kit is uniform to all members of the same team,
there shall be no restriction on the colour or design of the team training
kit nor on the number, positioning and size of the National, Commercial
or Manufacturer’s Logos thereon.

Toss

Players attending at the toss will be expected to be in team playing clothing.
Team blazers shall be optional.
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Press Conferences, Post- Match Presentations
and Television Interviews

Players or team officials attending post match presentation ceremonies and
press conferences as well as television interviews conducted during or after
the match shall be expected to be in either team playing clothing, team
training kit excluding vests and shorts or other appropriate team clothing.

J

Measurement Method

K

ICC Approval

Items will be measured according to their geometric shape. To calculate the
surface area, items may be divided into several geometric forms. Non standard
shapes will be measured as rectangles.

1

In order for any Logo to be ICC Approved for use in any match or series
of matches to which these Regulations apply, the party seeking approval
(e.g. the entity claiming to be the Manufacturer in the case of approval
sought for a Manufacturer’s Logo) must apply to ICC for the grant of
such approval as set out in clause 2 below and such approval must have
been granted in advance of the commencement of the match or series
in question. Once a Logo has been ICC Approved for any relevant match
or series of matches, such approval shall remain effective for all other
applicable matches and series thereafter until either:
a) such time as these Regulations may be amended or replaced in any
way affecting the continuing compliance of such Logo in which case
the Logo shall cease to be approved immediately unless the Logo is
being used in a match or series at the time of ICC giving notice of the
amendment or replacement of the Regulations or is due to be used
in such a match or series within [30 days] after such notice in which
case such approval will cease to apply to the Logo concerned at the
end of the match or series in question; or
b) until ICC gives notice that the Logo is no longer ICC Approved due to
it ceasing to be in compliance with these Regulations from time to
time (e.g. that since the original grant of ICC Approval, the Logo has
become a Betting Logo) in which case the Logo will cease to be ICC
approved immediately upon ICC giving notice to that effect.

2

19.6

Any application to ICC for a Logo to be ICC Approved shall be sent to ICC
at Dubai Sports City, PO Box 500070, Dubai, marked “Cricket Operations
Department”. The application shall state the type of Logo for which
the approval is sought (e.g. whether a Manufacturer’s Logo, a Player’s
Bat Logo, etc.) and shall include a sample of the Logo for the item of
Cricket Clothing or Cricket Equipment to which it is proposed (subject
to approval being granted) to be applied. In respect of any Logo which is
required by these regulations to be within certain size parameters, the
applicant must state the size which it considers such Logo to be and
provide evidence of how this has been calculated. ICC retains the final say
in determining whether any Logo is within the permitted parameters.
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3

ICC will review any application for a Logo to be ICC Approved which
has been received in accordance with clause 2 above and within 3 days
of receipt of such application (counting from the first business day on
which, or following which, the application was received and discounting
any intervening days which are not regular business days – e.g. weekends
and public holidays) shall respond to the applicant, acknowledging
receipt of the application and, if applicable, confirming that ICC has been
provided with the required information and materials or, alternatively,
stating that ICC considers that it has not been provided with all requisite
details/materials as set out in clause 2 above and requesting that the
applicant provides the same.

4

ICC shall use its best endeavours (but does not undertake) to provide
its final determination to the applicant for a Logo to be ICC Approved
within 10 business days of its having confirmed receipt of all requisite
information and materials for such application.

Breach of Regulations

Any player or team official in breach of these provisions shall be liable to
a penalty as may be imposed under the ICC Code of Conduct for Players
and Player Support Personnel. In addition, in the event of a breach of these
provisions relating to any equipment or clothing issued to the players and
team officials by their Board, and on receiving a report from the ICC Match
Referee to this effect, the ICC Chief Executive may subsequently impose an
appropriate fine, not exceeding US$25 000, on the Board of the offending
players or team officials concerned.
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Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Charity Logo 1 of 2 positions
if not already on shirt collar
2.59 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
6 sq inches (38.7cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than
1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
(1 of 2 positions)
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

(Leading arm)

Commercial Logo
2 positions if not on shirt collar
1 of 2 positions if also on shirt collar
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

PLAYING SWEATER - LONG SLEEVED

TEST MATCHES

BACK

Appendix 1
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NAME, NUMBER & initials

not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

colours and design of the sweaters shall be
of the following numbers is permitted to be
• The
• One
uniform to all members of the same team.
displayed on the long sleeved sweaters in a position
immediately below the National Logo:
shall be plain white/cream, save that coloured
• Sweaters
piping or trim and stripes shall be permitted subject to
a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
the following restrictions:
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Piping is restricted to 0.5 cm (0.2 in) in width.
• Indicating
for his country, or
one colour of piping/trim is permitted on
• Only
any sweater.
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 Tests etc.).
• Piping is restricted to the sweater seams.
numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in team colours are permitted around the
• Stripes
in height.
waist, neck (traditional V shape) and wrist cuffs.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest or
• Asleeve
of the long sleeved sweater. Such initials shall

Colour & Design

NOTE

tour may be displayed on the chest of the sweater
immediately below the National Logo provided such
numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)
in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the name
• The
of the country being toured as well as the year of such

sweater for each of the occasions that this has been
achieved. No restrictions on position. Each symbol shall
not exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have won
• Players
the ICC Test Play-off may display a symbol on the

Other Marks & Insignia
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19.9

19.10

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

FRONT

PLAYING SWEATER - SLEEVELESS

TEST MATCHES

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
(1 of 2 positions)
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

BACK
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NAME, NUMBER & initials

2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

colours and design of the sweaters shall be
of the following numbers is permitted to be
• The
• One
uniform to all members of the same team.
displayed on the sleeveless sweaters in a position
immediately below the National Logo:
shall be plain white/cream, save that coloured
• Sweaters
piping or trim and stripes shall be permitted subject to
a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
the following restrictions:
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Piping is restricted to 0.5 cm (0.2 in) in width.
• Indicating
for his country, or
one colour of piping/trim is permitted
• Only
on any sweater.
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 Tests etc.).
• Piping is restricted to the sweater seams.
numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in team colours are permitted around
• Stripes
in height.
the waist and neck (traditional V shape).
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest of the
• Asleeveless
sweater. Such initials shall not be more than

Colour & Design

NOTE

tour may be displayed on the chest of the sleeveless
sweater immediately below the National Logo provided
such numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)
in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the name
• The
of the country being toured as well as the year of such

for each of the occasions that this accomplishment has
been achieved. No restrictions on position. Each symbol
shall not exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have won the
• Players
ICC Test Play-off may display a symbol on the sweater

Other Marks & Insignia
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19.11

19.12

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Charity Logo
1 of 2 positions
2.59 sq inches (16.7cm²)

Inside placket may be
one plain colour
other than white

Manufacturer’s Identification
6 sq inches (38.7cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than
1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

PLAYING SHIRT

TEST MATCHES

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

(Leading arm)

Commercial Logo
2 of 3 positions
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

BACK
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inside of the placket may be of a plain colour other
• The
than white.

• Piping is restricted to 0.5 cm (0.2 in) in width.
one colour of piping/trim is permitted
• Only
on any shirt.
is restricted to the edge of the shirt collar,
• Piping
shirt seams and cuffs.

the following restrictions.

shirts shall be plain white/cream, save that
• Playing
coloured piping or trim shall be permitted subject to

may be cut to any length, as long as both sleeves are
evenly trimmed and the edges are sewn and hemmed.

colours and design of the shirts shall be uniform
• The
to all members of the same team. Playing shirt sleeves

Colour & Design

NOTE

more than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest or
• Asleeve
of the playing shirt. Such initials shall not be

Indicating a player’s order of selection for his
country, or

•
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 Tests etc.).

immediately below the National Logo:

of the following numbers is permitted to
• One
be displayed on the playing shirts in a position

NAME, NUMBER & initials

tour may be displayed on the chest of the playing shirt
immediately below the National Logo provided such
numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)
in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the name
• The
of the country being toured as well as the year of such

the playing shirt for each of the occasions that this
accomplishment has been achieved. No restrictions on
position. Each symbol shall not exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have
• Players
won the ICC Test Play-off may display a symbol on

Other Marks & Insignia
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19.13

19.14

FRONT

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

PLAYING TROUSERS

TEST MATCHES

Manufacturer’s
Identification
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Trim
(see note)

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches
(3.22cm²)

SIDE

Piping
(see note)
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inside of the pocket may be of a plain colour
• The
other than white/cream.

the same team.

piping/trim is used, the colour and design
• Ifofcoloured
the trousers shall be uniform to all members of

playing shirt.

• Piping is restricted to 0.5 cm (0.2 in) in width.
is restricted to the edge of the pockets and
• Piping
the outside seam of the leg of the trousers.
one colour of piping/trim is permitted and shall
• Only
be the same colour as the piping/trim, if any, on the

following restrictions:

shall be plain white/cream, save that coloured
• Trousers
piping or trim shall be permitted subject to the

Colour & Design

NOTE

• None permitted.

NAME, NUMBER & initials

• None permitted.

Other Marks & Insignia
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19.15

19.16

FRONT

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

PLAYING CAP AND SUN HAT

TEST MATCHES

BACK

One Manufacturer’s Identification
(Back or one side)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)
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colours and design of caps and sunhats shall be
• The
uniform to all members of the same team.

Colour & Design

NOTE

than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
initials may be displayed on the back or side
• Aofplayer’s
the cap or sunhat. Such initials shall not be more

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 Tests etc.).

immediately below the National Logo:

of the following numbers is permitted to be
• One
displayed on the caps and sunhats in a position

NAME, NUMBER & initials

• None permitted.

Other Marks & Insignia
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19.17

19.18

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches
(206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches
(64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 3 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than
1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches
(64.5cm²)

(Leading arm)

Commercial Logo
10 sq inches
(64.5cm²)

Charity Logo 1 of 2 positions
if not already on shirt collar
2.59 sq inches (16.7cm²)

PLAYING SWEATER - LONG SLEEVED

ONE DAY INTERNATIONALS

BACK

National Logo (on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches
(25cm)
maximum 13.65inches
(35cm)

Name
1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

SIDE

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide
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NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing sweaters shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of the
ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

sweaters shall be coloured other than white,
• The
cream or any light colour which is likely to make the

following restrictions:

not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest or
• Asleeve
of the long sleeved sweater. Such initials shall

• Indicating a player’s order of selection for his country, or
the number of caps earned by a player for
• Indicating
his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 ODIs etc.).

immediately below the National Logo:

names and numbers may not contain any
• The
advertising elements.
one of the following numbers is permitted
• Into addition,
be displayed on the playing sweaters in a position

must be clearly legible.

numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
names must be positioned above or below the
• The
number on the back of the sweater and the letters used

reflect the identity of the player. The number on the
sweaters shall be clearly legible and positioned in the
centre back of the sweater.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
the event of names and/or numbers of players being
• Each
• Incarried
colours and design of its playing sweater subject to the
on the playing sweaters, they shall correctly

Colour & Design

NOTE

of such tour may be displayed on the chest of the
playing sweater immediately below the National Logo
provided such numbers and letters shall not exceed 1
cm (0.4 in) in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the
• The
name of the country being toured as well as the year

the playing sweater for each of the occasions that this
accomplishment has been achieved. No restrictions on
position. Each symbol shall not exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have won
• Players
the ICC Cricket World Cup may display a symbol on

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing sweaters.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.19

19.20

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches (206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 2 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)
withno single dimension
smaller than
1½ inches (3.81cm²)

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

PLAYING SWEATER - SLEEVELESS

ONE DAY INTERNATIONALS

BACK

National Logo (on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches (25cm)
maximum 13.65inches (35cm)

Name
1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide

SIDE

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing sweaters shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of the
ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

sweaters shall be coloured other than white,
• The
cream or any light colour which is likely to make the

following restrictions:

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing sweaters.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest of the
• Asleeveless
sweater. Such initials shall not be more than

immediately below the National Logo:

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 ODIs etc.).

1 cm (0.4 in) in height.

representing Member Boards who have won
• Players
numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
the ICC Cricket World Cup may display a symbol on the
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
chest of the playing sweater for each of the occasions
that this accomplishment has been achieved.
names must be positioned above or below the
• The
No restrictions on position. Each symbol shall not
number on the back of the sweater and the letters used
exceed 1 sq cm in size.
must be clearly legible.
The name of the opposing touring team or the
•
The
names
and
numbers
may
not
contain
any
• advertising elements.
name of the country being toured as well as the year
of such tour may be displayed on the chest of the
In
addition,
one
of
the
following
numbers
is
permitted
playing sweater immediately below the National Logo
• to be displayed on the playing sweaters in a position
provided such numbers and letters shall not exceed

reflect the identity of the player. The number on the
sweaters shall be clearly legible, positioned in the
centre back of the sweater.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
the event of names and/or numbers of players being
• Each
• Incarried
colours and design of its playing sweater subject to the
on the playing sweaters, they shall correctly

Colour & Design

NOTE

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.21

19.22

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inch (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches (206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 3 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²),
with no single dimension
smaller than 1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

PLAYING SHIRT

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Commercial Logo
(Leading arm on sleeve)
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Charity Logo
1 of 2 positions
2.59 sq inches (16.7cm²)

ONE DAY INTERNATIONALS

BACK

National Logo (on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches (25cm)
maximum 13.65inches (35cm)

Name
1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide

SIDE

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

ICC prior to its use thereof.

Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

edges are sewn and hemmed.

colours and design of the playing shirts shall be
• The
uniform to all members of the same team.
shirt sleeves may be cut to any length, as
• Playing
long as both sleeves are evenly trimmed and the

sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of the
ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

playing shirts shall be coloured other than white,
• The
cream or any light colour which is likely to make the

following restrictions:

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
• Each
colours and design of its playing shirt subject to the

Colour & Design

NOTE

more than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest or
• Asleeve
of the playing shirt. Such initials shall not be

immediately below the National Logo:

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 ODIs etc.).

must be clearly legible.

names and numbers may not contain any
• The
advertising elements.
one of the following numbers is permitted
• Into addition,
be displayed on the playing shirts in a position

numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
names must be positioned above or below the
• The
number on the back of the shirt and the letters used

reflect the identity of the player. The number on the
shirts shall be clearly legible, positioned in the centre
back of the shirt.

the event of names and/or numbers of players
• Inbeing
carried on the playing shirts, they shall correctly

NAME, NUMBER & initials

tour may be displayed on the chest of the playing shirt
immediately below the National Logo provided such
numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)
in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the name
• The
of the country being toured as well as the year of such

the chest of the playing shirt for each of the occasions
that this accomplishment has been achieved.
No restrictions on position. Each symbol shall not
exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have won
• Players
the ICC Cricket World Cup may display a symbol on

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing shirts.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.23

19.24

FRONT

One Number
(either side)
Height of the number
minimum 3.9 sq inches (10cm)
maximum 5.85sq inches (15cm)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inch (3.22cm²)

PLAYING TROUSERS

Quality
Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

ONE DAY INTERNATIONALS

SIDE

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm)

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing trousers shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

•

The playing trousers shall be coloured other than
white, cream or any light colour which is likely
to make the sighting of a white ball difficult, the
decision of the ICC Cricket Operations Manager
being final.

following restrictions:

•

The numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.

of either leg above the knee.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
event of numbers being carried on the trousers,
• Each
• Intheytheshall
colours and design of its playing trousers subject to the
be clearly legible and positioned on the front

Colour & Design

NOTE
or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing trousers.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.25

19.26

FRONT

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

PLAYING CAP AND SUN HAT

ONE DAY INTERNATIONALS

BACK

One Manufacturer’s Identification
(Back or one side)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

colours and design of caps and sunhats shall be
• The
uniform to all members of the same team.

Colour & Design

NOTE

than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
initials may be displayed on the back or one
• Asideplayer’s
of the cap or sunhat. Such initials shall not be more

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 ODIs etc.).

immediately below the National Logo or on one side:

of the following numbers is permitted to be
• One
displayed on the caps and sunhats in a position

NAME, NUMBER & initials

• None permitted.

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.27

19.28

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches (206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 3 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than
1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches
(64.5cm²)

(Leading arm)

Commercial Logo
10 sq inches
(64.5cm²)

Charity Logo
1 of 2 positions
(if not already on shirt collar)
2.59 sq inches (16.7cm²)

PLAYING SWEATER - LONG SLEEVED

T20 INTERNATIONALS

BACK

Name 1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
32 sq inches (206.45cm²)

National Logo
(on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches (25cm)
maximum 13.65inches (35cm)

SIDE

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing sweaters shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of the
ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

sweaters shall be coloured other than white,
• The
cream or any light colour which is likely to make the

following restrictions:

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing sweaters.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
initials may be displayed on the chest or sleeve
• Aofplayer’s
the long sleeved sweater. Such initials shall not be more

immediately below the National Logo:

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 T20Is etc.).

1 cm (0.4 in) in height.

representing Member Boards who have won
• Players
numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
the ICC World Twenty20 may display a symbol on the
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
chest or sleeve of the long sleeved playing sweater for
each of the occasions that this accomplishment has
names must be positioned above or below the
• The
been achieved. No restrictions on position. Each symbol
number on the back of the sweater and the letters used
shall
not exceed 1 sq cm in size.
must be clearly legible.
The name of the opposing touring team or the
•
The
names
and
numbers
may
not
contain
any
• advertising elements.
name of the country being toured as well as the year
of such tour may be displayed on the chest of the
In
addition,
one
of
the
following
numbers
is
permitted
playing sweater immediately below the National Logo
• to be displayed on the playing sweaters in a position
provided such numbers and letters shall not exceed

correctly reflect the identity of the player. The number
on the sweaters shall be clearly legible, positioned in
the centre back of the sweater.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
the event of names and/or numbers of players
• Each
• Inbeing
colours and design of its playing sweater subject to the
carried on the playing sweaters, they shall

Colour & Design

NOTE

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.29

19.30

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches (206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 2 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than
1.5 sq inches (3.81cm²)

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Name
1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

PLAYING SWEATER - SLEEVELESS

T20 INTERNATIONALS

BACK

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
32 sq inches (206.45cm²)

National Logo
(on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches (25cm)
maximum 13.65inches (35cm)

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide

SIDE

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing sweaters shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

the sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of
the ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

sweaters shall be coloured other than white,
• The
cream or any light colour which is likely to make

following restrictions:

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing sweaters.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
player’s initials may be displayed on the chest of the
• Asleeveless
sweater. Such initials shall not be more than

immediately below the National Logo:

a player’s order of selection for his
• Indicating
country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 T20Is etc.).

in height.

representing Member Boards who have
• Players
numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
won the ICC World Twenty20 may display a symbol
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
on the chest of the playing sweater for each of the
occasions that this accomplishment has been achieved.
names must be positioned above or below the
• The
No restrictions on position. Each symbol shall not
number on the back of the sweater and the letters used
exceed 1 sq cm in size.
must be clearly legible.
The name of the opposing touring team or the name
•
The
names
and
numbers
may
not
contain
any
• advertising elements.
of the country being toured as well as the year of
such tour may be displayed on the playing sweaters
In
addition,
one
of
the
following
numbers
is
permitted
immediately below the National Logo provided such
• to be displayed on the playing sweaters in a position
numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)

correctly reflect the identity of the player. The number
on the sweaters shall be clearly legible, positioned in
the centre back of the sweater.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
the event of names and/or numbers of players
• Each
• Inbeing
colours and design of its playing sweater subject to the
carried on the playing sweaters, they shall

Colour & Design

NOTE

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.31

19.32

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
Middle 32 sq inches (206.45cm²)
Upper right 10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 3 positions.
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)
withno single dimension
smaler than
1.5 inches (3.81cm²)

PLAYING SHIRT

FRONT

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

(Leading arm)

Commercial Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Charity Logo
1 of 2 positions
2.59 sq inches (16.7cm²)

T20 INTERNATIONALS

BACK

Name
1 of 2 positions
Height of letters
minimum 2.34inches (6cm)
maximum 2.93inches (7.5cm)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
32 sq inches (206.45cm²)

National Logo (on each number)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

Number
Height of number
minimum 9.75inches (25cm)
maximum 13.65inches (35cm)

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide

SIDE

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

of the player. The number on the shirts shall be clearly
legible, positioned in the centre back of the shirt.

In the event of names and/or numbers of players being
• carried
on the shirts, they shall correctly reflect the identity

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

uniform to all members of the same team. Playing
shirt sleeves may be cut to any length, as long as
both sleeves are evenly trimmed and the edges are
sewn and hemmed.

2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
initials may be displayed on the chest or sleeve
• Aofplayer’s
the playing shirt. Such initials shall not be more than

• Indicating a player’s order of selection for his country, or
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 T20Is etc.).

immediately below the National Logo:

must be clearly legible.

names and numbers may not contain any
• The
advertising elements.
one of the following numbers is permitted
• Into addition,
be displayed on the playing shirts in a position

playing shirts shall be coloured other than white,
• The
numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
cream or any light colour which is likely to make the
• The
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.
sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision of the
ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.
The names must be positioned above or below the
• The colours and design of the playing shirts shall be • number on the back of the shirt and the letters used

following restrictions:

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
• Each
colours and design of its playing shirt subject to the

Colour & Design

NOTE

tour may be displayed on the chest of the playing shirt
immediately below the National Logo provided such
numbers and letters shall not exceed 1 cm (0.4 in)
in height.

name of the opposing touring team or the name
• The
of the country being toured as well as the year of such

of the playing shirt for each of the occasions that this
accomplishment has been achieved. No restrictions on
position. Each symbol shall not exceed 1 sq cm in size.

representing Member Boards who have won the
• Players
ICC World Twenty20 may display a symbol on the chest

or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing shirt.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.33

19.34

FRONT

One number (either side)
Height of number
minimum 3.9 sq inches (10cm)
maximum 5.85 sq inches (15cm)

Commercial Logo
1 of 2 positions
(see opposite)
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Official Product Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

PLAYING TROUSERS

Manufacturer’s
Identification
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

Quality Feature Label
0.5 sq inches (3.22cm²)

T20 INTERNATIONALS

SIDE

Identification Strip
maximum 3.15 sq inches (8cm) wide
or
A Commercial Logo
can replace the Identification Strip
here instead of on the front
(written only once down the side of one leg)
Height of the letters
not exceeding 3.15 sq inches (8cm)

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

NAME, NUMBER & initials

ICC prior to its use thereof.

colours and design of the playing trousers shall
• The
be uniform to all members of the same team.
Member Board shall be required to register
• Each
the pantone colours of its playing clothing with the

•

The playing trousers shall be coloured other than
white, cream or any light colour which is likely to
make the sighting of a white ball difficult, the decision
of the ICC Cricket Operations Manager being final.

following restrictions:

•

The numbers shall be sewn on or fixed by heat transfer
and not affixed by Velcro or any temporary means.

of either leg above the knee.

Member Board shall be entitled to choose the
event of numbers being carried on the trousers,
• Each
• Intheytheshall
colours and design of its playing trousers subject to the
be clearly legible and positioned on the front

Colour & Design

NOTE
or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing trousers.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.35

19.36

FRONT

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

PLAYING CAP AND SUN HAT

T20 INTERNATIONALS

BACK

One Manufacturer’s Identification
(Back or one side)
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)
and
One Commercial Logo
(back or one side)
6 sq inches (38.71cm²)

19
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

colours and design of caps and sunhats shall be
• The
uniform to all members of the same team.

Colour & Design

NOTE

than 2 cm (0.78 in) in height.

numbers shall not be more than 2 cm (0.78 in)
• Such
in height.
initials may be displayed on the back or side
• Aofplayer’s
the cap or sunhat. Such initials shall not be more

Indicating a player’s order of selection for his
country, or

•
the number of caps earned by a player
• Indicating
for his country, or
a player’s landmark achievement
• Indicating
(50, 100, 150 T20Is etc.).

immediately below the National Logo or on one side:

of the following numbers is permitted to be
• One
displayed on the caps and sunhats in a position

NAME, NUMBER & initials
or elements contained therein from being incorporated
as part of the design of the playing cap and sunhat.

Nothing contained herein shall prevent the National
• Logo,
the name of the country and/or the national flag

Other Marks & Insignia

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

19.37

19

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

other clothing

T-shirts (worn under playing shirt)

NOTE
Colour & Design

•
/ T20Is - Plain white or the same
• ODIs
colour as the base colour of the
Test Matches - Plain white.

playing shirt.

19.38

Logos

• No visible logos permitted.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

other clothing

SKINS (worn under playing shirt)

NOTE
Colour & Design

• Test Matches - Plain white.
/ T20Is - Of one colour and uniform
• ODIs
for all members of the same team; and

Logos

• No visible logos permitted.

The same colour as any colour of the playing
shirt or trousers.

White skins may be worn provided they do
not protrude from the shirt sleeves.

19.39

19

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

other clothing
socks

One Manufacturer’s
Identification permitted
on each sock
2sq inches (12.9 cm²)

NOTE
Colour & Design

Logos

from Manufacturer’s Identification,
•
• Apart
no visible logos are permitted
ODIs
/
T20Is
White,cream
or
light
grey
or
• the same colour as the base colour of the
Test Matches - White, cream or light grey.

playing trousers.

19.40

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

other clothing

turbans, bandanas and HIJABS 

A bandana may only be worn
as a cover to a turban or
beneath a helmet.

The Hijab shall not cover
names, numbers or logos
permitted on the playing uniform.

NOTE
Colour & Design

Logos

•
• No visible logos permitted.
ODIs / T20Is - plain black or plain white or the
• same
plain base colour as the team cap.
Test Matches - plain black or plain white.

19.41

19

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

other clothing

headbands and wristBANDS

NOTE
Colour & Design

•
/ T20Is - plain coloured other than
• ODIs
white or any light colour which is likely
Test Matches - plain white.

to make the sighting of the white ball
difficult, the decision of the ICC Match
Referee being final.

19.42

Logos

• No visible logos permitted.

19

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
CRICKET BAT

Any number and size of Manufacturer’s
Identification and Design Feature is permitted
anywhere on the back of the bat provided it
does not exceed 50% of the total surface area.
One Player’s Bat Logo
is permitted on the back of the bat
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)
with no single dimension
smaller than 1-inch (2.54 cm)

s
che
9 in
FRONT

BACK

Any number and size of
Manufacturer’s Identification
and Design Feature is
permitted but only within
the top 9 inches of the front
of the bat, measured from the
centre of the top of the face.

Two sets of player’s initials are permitted.
One set is permitted anywhere on the back of the bat.
One set is permitted anywhere within the top 10 inches
of the face of the bat. Such initials shall not be more
than 2cm (0.78 inches) in height.
One Manufacturer’s Identification
and/or Design Feature permitted
on the edge of the bat not exceeding
50% of the edge of the bat.

19.43
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
WICKET KEEPER GLOVES

Two Manufacturer’s Identifications
on the back of the each glove.
1 x 6sq inches (38.71cm²)
1 x 2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

NOTE
Colour & Design

•

Any visible stitching, ventilation, stencil
effect or other design aspect of the
glove which is in the shape or form of
the Manufacturer’s Identification will
be considered as the Manufacturer’s
Identification permitted in the diagram.

19.44

Logos

visible logos permitted other than those
• No
identified in the diagram.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
BATTING GLOVES

Two Manufacturer’s Identifications
on the back of each glove.
No restrictions on position.
2sq inches (12.9 cm²)

One Manufacturer’s Identification
2sq inches (12.9 cm²)
Design Feature permitted
on the wristband and on
the back of the glove.
No restriction on number,
size or position.

NOTE
Colour & Design

Logos

visible logos permitted other than those
•
• No
identified in the diagram.
and T20Is – more than 50% of the
• ODIs
protective area of the glove must be white,
Test Matches – more than 50% of the
protective area of the glove must be white.

or the same colour as the base colour of
the relevant team’s playing shirt.

19.45
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
HELMET

National Logo
10 sq inches (64.5cm²)

FRONT

Manufacturer’s Identification
on the top of each earpiece
or the top of both sides of the grid
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

BACK

Manufacturer’s Identification
on the back of the helmet
2 sq inches (12.9cm²)

NOTE
Colour & Design
In all formats of the game:
Helmets shall be one plain colour.

•
colour of the helmet shall be uniform to
• allThemembers
of the same team.
19.46

Logos

visible logos permitted other than those
• No
identified in the diagram.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS
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CRICKET EQUIPMENT
WICKET KEEPER PADS
One Manufacturer’s Identification
in 1 of 2 positions on the front of pad
4 sq inches (25.81cm²)

One Manufacturer’s
Identification inside top of pad
no size restriction

FRONT

BACK

One Manufacturer’s
Identification on one of the
pad straps1 of 2 positions
4 sq inches (25.81 cm2)

Design Feature is permitted
on the front of the pad.
No restriction on the number,
size or position.

NOTE
Test Matches

Pads shall be plain white save that the
• straps
may be in the house colours of
the Manufacturer.

Coloured piping shall be permitted below
• the
ankle strap of the pad only.
• Design Feature shall be white only.

ODIs & T20Is

shall be plain coloured other than
• Pads
white or any light colour which is likely to

make the sighting of the white ball difficult,
the decision of the ICC Match Referee being
final. The straps may be in the house colours
of the Manufacturer.

Feature shall be the same colour as
• Design
the colour of the pad.
colour of the pads must be properly
• The
maintained. Discoloured or faded pads will
not be permitted.

19.47
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
BATTING PADS

Design Feature is permitted on the front
of the pad. No restriction on the number,
size or position same colour as the pad.
(see note)

One Manufacturer’s
Identification inside top of pad
no size restriction

FRONT

One Manufacturer’s
Identification in 1 of 3
positions on the front of
pad 4 sq inches (25.81cm2)

BACK

One Manufacturer’s Identification
1 of 3 positions on one of the pad straps
4 sq inches (25.81 cm2)

NOTE
Test Matches

Pads shall be plain white save that the
• straps
may be in the house colours of
the manufacturer.

Coloured piping shall be permitted below
• the
ankle strap of the pad only.
• Design features shall be white only.

ODIs & T20Is

shall be plain coloured other than
• Pads
white or any light colour which is likely to

make the sighting of the white ball difficult,
the decision of the ICC Match Referee being
final. The straps may be in the house colours
of the Manufacturer.

features shall be the same colour
• Design
of the pad.
colour of the pads shall be uniform
• The
to all members of the same team.
colour of the pads must be properly
• The
maintained. Discoloured or faded pads
will not be permitted.

19.48

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS
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CRICKET EQUIPMENT
SHOES AND BOOTS

Two Manufacturer’s Identifications in 2 positions,
one on the tongue and one on any other position on
the shoe / boot. Neither to exceed 2 sq inches (12.9cm2)

One Manufacturer’s Identification may be displayed
on the sole. No size restriction

NOTE
Test Matches

•
and Design Features shall be
• Stripes
permitted provided that they shall be in a

The upper, tongue and laces of the shoes/
boots shall be predominantly white.

maximum of two colours (other than white).

ODIs & T20Is

The upper and tongue of the shoes/boots
• shall
be predominantly white or may be the
same colours as the playing kit.

shall be predominantly white or any
• Laces
other colours.
and Design Features shall be
• Stripes
permitted provided that they shall be in
a maximum of two colours.

19.49
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
SUN GLASSES

One Manufacturers Identification either on the left side or the right side of the frame,
not exceeding 0.5sq inches (3.22cm²)

NOTE
Colour & Design

•

No restrictions on colour save
that sunglasses strap / band must be of a
single colour.

19.50

Logos

visible logos permitted other than those
• No
identified in the diagram.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
ARM GUARDS

NOTE
Colour & Design

•

Test Matches - Plain white save that
the straps may be in the house colours
of the Manufacturer.

Logos

• No visible logos.

/ T20Is - Plain white or the same colour
• ODIs
as the base colour of the Playing shirt.
Straps may be in the house colours
of the Manufacturer.

19.51
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
FACE PROTECTORS

One Manufacturer’s Identification
is permitted. No restrictions on position.
2sq inches (12.9 cm²)

NOTE
Colour & Design

face protector shall be one
• The
plain colour.

19.52

Logos

visible logos permitted other than those
• No
identified in the diagram.

CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

19

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
STUMPS

Test Matches: No regulation covering
the colour of the stumps.
ODI’s & T20’s: No regulation covering
the colour of the stumps
save that the bails shall be
of a distinguishing colour
to that of the stumps.

Logos: The Event Logo and / or the Logo
of the series or the sponsors
may be displayed on each
of the stumps. No size restriction.
National Logos are not permitted
on the stumps

Two Manufacturer’s Identifications
are permitted on each stump-one
on the front and one on the back
not exceeding 2sq inches (12.9 cm²)

19.53
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CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
RULES AND REGULATIONS

CRICKET EQUIPMENT
THIGH PADS, SHIN PADS 
AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

NOTE
Colour & Design

Logos

restriction on colours save that these
• No
• No visible logos shall be permitted.
items must be worn under playing clothing
and shall not be visible.

19.54

